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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2010

Part - I ( Honours )
HISTORY
·Paper - I

Maximum Marks : 100
Candidates are required lo give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Thefigures in the margin indicatejiill marks.

Answer Question No. l and any four from the rest:

l.

Answer any four questions

4 X 5 = 20

a)

Write a short note on microlith tools.

b)

Comment on the religious life of the Harappans.

c)

What were lhe main features of the 'Sabha' and 'Samiti' during the Vedic
period?

d)

What arc the differences between Mahayana and Hinayana forms of
Buddhism?
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Did Pushyamitra Sunga·s revolt against the Mauryas signify a Brahmanical

e)

reaction?

0

Write a short note on lhe political importance of Kushana rnle in India.

g)

Write a note on the land grants of the Gupta period.

h)

Discuss brtcfiy the impact of I Iuna invasion during the Gupta period.

4

Answer any four questions

2.

X

20 = 80

Discuss the importance of literary sources for understanding the political. economic
and social history of ancient India.
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Discuss the salient fea lures of the Harappan economy with special emphasis on its
trade.

4.

Examine the socio-economic condition of the Aryans in the early Vedic period. Do you
10 + 10

perceive any change in the later Vedic period?
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How would you explain the rise of Magadhan power from the lime of Bimbisara to the
end of Nanda rule?
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6.

I low far was Ashoka's 'Dhamma' influenced by the tenets of Buddhism ?

7.

Give an overview of India's trade with the Roman Empire during the first three
centuries of the Christian era.

8.

On the basis of ayailablc sources form an estimate of Gautamiputra Satakami as·a
ruler and conqueror.

9.

Describe the administrative and economic conditions of the Gupta empire. ·

10.

Narr.ate the rise of Gauda as a regional power under Sasanka.

10 + 10
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I

Paper- II

Maximum Marks : 100

Duration : 4 Hours

Candidates are required to give their answers tn their own words as far as practicable.
1hefigures tn the margin indicatefull marks.

Answer Question No. l and any four from the rest.

1.

4

Answer any four questions

X

5 = 20

/

a)

What do you understand by the term 'third urbanization' in the context of early
medieval India ?

b)

Why is the battle of Tarain called a watershed in Indian history ?
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c)

Who were the 'Nayanars' and 'Alwars' ?

d)

What was the distinctiveness of Barant as a historian ?

e)

What do you mean by Kharaj, K.hams, Zakat and Jtziya ?
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why did Razia fail ?

t)

��-u,�?
g)

What were the architectural characteristics of the Adina Mosque ?

h)

When did Vasco da Gama reach India? What were his objectives_?
� '51 '>l11Jt <fi� 'SHl�<tc( � ? � � Ffi � ?

Answer any fow questions
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2.

Trace the growth of Bengal as a regional power under the leadership of the Palas. 20

3.

Discuss the domination of the Cholas over the Bay of Bengal. How would you explain

10 + 10

their marttime expansion?
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4.

What were the problems faced by Ghiyasuddin Balban ? How far did he succeed in
12 + 8

solving them ?
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5.

Discuss the reforms of Ftruz Shah Tughlaq. To what extent was he responsible for
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the downfall of the Delhi Sultanate ?
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6.

Discuss the role of nobility during the Turko-Afghan period.

20

7.

Trace the evolution of the Iqta system during the Sultanate period.

20

8.

Make a brief survey of the Vijaynagar economy emphasizing the features of the
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Nayankara system.
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Discuss the various trends in the Bhakti movement from the fourteenth to the
'/

sixteenth centuries. What was its impact on the social and cultural life of medieval
India ?
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10.

Give an account of the Mughal-Afghan contest for supremacy in North India between
1526 and 1556. Why were the Mughals successful?
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